
Catch the future of
Containment Technology



Solo Containment Profi le

 
UK based with 25 staff

ISO 9001 quality certified

ISO 5 inspection suite

Monthly bio-burden testing

Export globally with customers in EU, USA,
India, Singapore, China, Taiwan, Australia,
New Zealand and Russia

Handle around 95 containment projects each year. Currently manufacturing
200 flexible enclosures each month

IR spectroscopy testing (film purity) of all film batches entering
manufacturing are
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What do the Solo team deliver?

At Solo Containment we deliver all of these containment solutions and
more. Right first time is a given. 

I need to

process ADC

toxin linkers

I need to contain

Nano particles

My operation needs

to be oxygen free

I need a single

use aseptic

isolator
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Product Suite|
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Lab scale operations

soloLAB
The pop-up bubble isolator that
is ideal for small scale operations
and inert gas activities. 
Equipped with a full size gas
tight zip door. 
Gas line and cable sleeves and a
compact HEPA type venting
filter. 
OEB 3* performance
*following correct SOP guidelines

soloFLEX

Our high performance bench top containment
solution. 
Capable of nanogram containment
performance or equally at home delivering an
inert gas or low humidity environment. 
A standard isolator available in three sizes.
A host of options to make this a versatile
choice for many activities. 
Capable of OEB 4 and OEB 5*  performance

*additional upgrade required
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Push through safe
change gloves

StaySeal Safe
HEPA filter drop
off system:
Enclosure
removal without
the risk of
contamination
escape. 

StaySeal Safe
disposable
continuous liner
system

To maximise operator safety the soloFLEX isolator range is designed
for fast, API exposure free enclosure changeovers. 
Zero cleaning validation is required as frame and support bench see
no API contamination. 
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soloFLEX: features and benefits
All soloFLEX isolators feature a
Sieden Crystal high optical
clarity front screen, low friction
sleeves and push-push safe
change gloves.

StaySeal Safe HEPA filter drop
off system (filter disposed with
contaminated enclosure).

SIZE 2 GLOVE 3 GLOVE 4 GLOVE

Work enclosure length

Work enclosure height

Work enclosure depth

950

900

700

1450

900

700

1950

900

700

Airlock loading

FEATURE DETAILS

For safe entry of goods or products

Continuous liner system 300mm dia x 40m anti-static liner

HEPA filter system H14 inlet exhaust (optional two stage exhaust)

Exhaust fan options 1. Manual speed control
2. Auto speed control with alarm
3. ATEX compliant venturi

StaySeal Safe disposable continuous liner system.
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soloPLUS The versatile component platform for all
pharmaceutical containment applications

Buchi roto vap isolator Frewitt mill isolator 

R&D Scale double cone blender isolator
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Millrock lyophiliser isolator

Fluid bed dryer
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API dispensing
Campaign use isolator for small API
sampling and dispensing via ezi-dock
CSV charge bags.

This advanced design provides OEB 5
standards of API containment with zero
cleaning validation. One flex enclosure can
be used for each API material. 
Change of the enclosure is completed in
minutes and all contaminated items,
including the HEPA filters and continuous
liner port are lifted from the support frame. 

|
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API granulation and powder processing

soloPLUS is for
containment needs
around granulators, mills,
roller compactors and
fluid bed dryers. 
 
Containment
performance levels
of OEB 4 and OEB 5.
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API containment - Compression and capsule filling|

Solo often work with the ezi-dock system
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API molecule / process development|

Under assembly: PSL glass filter dryer product harvesting isolatorSmall filter dryer isolator

Small scale
chemistry
processing
in soloPLUS
isolator

ProCepT
spray
dryer
isolator

Floor tray
isolator
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Inert gas and humidity control systems|
Solo's versatile gas
delivery system
can protect
sensitive material
during
lyophilisation and
filling activities. 

Nitrogen saturated U5 comil
isolator with RTP loading

Rapid gas saturation pass box with
single use aseptic filling enclosure

Nitrogen gas saturated lyo
and quadro comil enclosure

(rear view)
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Inert gas and humidity control systems|

Multi-chamber inert gas API dispensing in AVAX
bag system

Rohrer 570 blister line with Solo's low humidity
system
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Advanced single-use isolators for ADC
Manufacturing

|
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High potency API applications and ADC
compounding

|
soloPLUS is available as a
single use, fully disposable
enclosure system where all
contaminated parts are
removed on a campaign
basis. 
Zero cleaning validation.

Safety features:
 EPDM high chemical resistivity gaunlets

EPDM base tray to protect film from
solvent spills
Multi stage H14 HEPA filter exhaust
system
Automatic pressure decay test on every
start cycle
Automatic fan collapse of contaminated
enclosure
Magnetic stirrer interface

Stayseal Safe HEPA filter drop off system (filter
disposed with contaminated enclosure). 
Stayseal Safe disposable continuous liner
system.
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High potency API applications and ADC
compounding

|
Solo conducted a five day long containment test with three operators per test to
create SEG similarly exposed group. In accordance with EN689 2018. 

TEST No TEST
RUNS

Ref Device / Activity

Sample removal through
continuous liner

Toxin linker dispensing
and transfer

Power failure
 

Induced containment
breach

Flexible isolator
contaminated enclosure
disposal

02

03

04

05

06

PASS3

OUTCOME  (task based)

Personal Static Overall 

3

3

3

1

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS 
(indicative)

3 of 3 results
< 10% CPT

3 of 3 results
< 10% CPT

3 of 3 results
< 10% CPT

3 of 3 results
< 10% CPT

2 of 2 results
< 10% CPT

9 of 9 results
< 10% CPT

15 of 15 results
< 10% CPT

15 of 15 results
< 10% CPT

15 of 15 results
< 10% CPT

3 of 3 results
< 10% CPT
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Aseptic processing system|
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| The single-use aseptic system
Set up time 20 minutes for a two chamber system.

Enclosure supplied triple wrapped and gamma-
irradiated, ready to place on support frame

Each H14 HEPA filter fitted into top and
bottom fan array module 

Hand fill vials and exit grade A chamber
via heat sealable continuous liner

Add media / ATMP solution container and
connect to pre-irradiated connectors

Start Grade A
airflow
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| Solo aseptic processing system

Typical vial fill line with VHP isolator



Our reputation depends on getting you
the results you need. 
Our expertise with containment testing dates
back to 1989 with the precursors to what
became the ISPE smepac test system. 

Each year we conduct tests on our systems to
ensure that we fully meet the required
containment levels our customers require. 

We develop safe enclosure change out systems. 

We work with your operational team to develop
effective SOPs to maximise safety.
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| Pharmaceutical clients using Solo Containment
Isolators

Global clients Oncology specific clients

Filtration and drying HP API

Quadro-comil isolator

Lyophilised HP API

ADC compounding isolator

Kilo-lab glassware isolator

Drug re-pack isolator



When you need
containment solutions

Invest in the future

Contact Solo Containment
www.solocontainment.com
+44 (0)1625 344014
sales@solocontainment.com


